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Woman 
lost foot 
to train

A 21-year-old Butte woman lost her left foot to amputation Sunday after it  was partially crushed by a train at the Bannack Street crossing near the Metlen Hotel.Barbara Crowder was listed in' fair condition afta* the surgery to reconstruct her foot was unsuccessfu l She was flown to Billings’ Deaconness Hospital for that treatment.Police say the woman and two companions were waiting for a northbound train that was stopped across the tracks Sunday about 1:50 p.m. .Rather than wait for the last few cars to pass, the three decided to cross in between the cars.Miss Crowder was on the coupling between the care when the train lurched back into motion, throwing her to the railroad tracks beneath her. She scampered out of the way of the car, but a wheel struck her heelRailroad employees riding in the caboose saw the accident and radioed the engine«*- who then stopped the train.The police report said the three people had been drinking, but were not intoxicated.
She was first taken to Barrett Hospital and then flown to Billings for more specialized treatment.

Hospital 
to rent
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Parade pageantry An estimated 8,000 people, encouraged by a beautiful September morning, lined Dillon streets Monday to view the annual Labor Day parade. The crowds were especially heavy on Idaho Street in
downtown Dillon. The Beaverhead Athletic Association/Uttle Guy Wrestling float won first place in the best use of theme, “Beaverhead County—Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow.”

'Nonexistent' license proposal shelved
By JULIE SIMON Staff WriterSeveral Dillon businessmen and women last week strongly rejected the idea of establishing an extensive system of business licensing in the dty.During a Wednesday night session in which Mayor Connie Nicholas insisted the licensing concept “hasn’t  even been proposed,” representatives from the Dillon Retan Merchants and Southwest Montana Tavern Association voiced adamant disapproval of the idea.Alma Nye, representing the merchant’s committee, said they think “several questions should be answered” beforé a licensing system is adopted.Sne said merchants want to know what the purpose of the license is,

how much revenue it would bring to the d ty  and if the idea has its roots in the fact that the city is losing revenue because of a change in the state’s taxing law of retail inventory.Mrs. Nye said merchants were especially upset by reports that licenses could cost merchants $100 yearly. She said levying a flat fee would be both unfair and burdensome to small businesses.Buck Loomis, of the tavern asso- dation, said businessmen in his organization are already working on a small profit margin and that they do not want to have to buy yet another license.Councilman Jim Wilson and Mayor Connie Nicholas said creating business licensing was mentioned in "three sentences” in a

single council meeting as a possible means of controlling transient merchants and hawkers.“There is no proposal,” the mayor said and Dan Carpita added the idea was introduced as a means to help businessmen with a longstanding problem rather than tb try to milk them for revenue for the dty.Wilson said the idea had been wrongly presented in the Tribune as a firm .proposal.Store owner Joan Fisk said she heard about the idea before a Tribune editorial against the plan was published.The mayor said merchant’s ideas would be taken into consideration if the business licensing idea is considered in the future.In the meantime council mem

bers are reviewing a study by City Administrator Bert Reimer which recommends the d ty  should require licenses for all businesses not exempted by law “with reasonable exceptions”.The report said an average annual fee of $150 would produce revenue of about $30,000 per year. I t noted gambling and alcoholic beverages appear to be adequately supervised or regulated but that d ty  responsibilities to the business community other than in connection with the taverns “do not appear to be adequately accomplished at this time.”Pointing out there has been a long history of public concern about hawkers without resolution of d ty  intent or a simplified treatment of problems, the report noted the city

has duties to the public as well as the authority to license—which it does exercise currently in ’connection with certain businesses.
A licensing system would provide dty officials the opportunity to review the qualifications for the applicant to meet “certain minimum standing legal prerequisits” induding rules about providing safe, sanitary and socially acceptable” places and methods of operation, the report said.
The study, which reviews in depth the possible reasons for a license system, where it would apply and how it would operate, is, a cover letter from Reimer says, a collection of ideas and doesn’t constitute “official d ty  council fiosition.”

Barrett Hospital will soon hire three “rent-a-nurses” to help it keep up with an expanding patient load.Hospital Administrator Myron Mortier said the nurses are also a response to the increasingly sophisticated medical work being dime at the Dillon hospital.“Many people who used to go elsewhere for medical attention arenow staying in Dillon,” he said. “And many of our patients are more ill than in the past.”He said the hospital had about six patients per day in 1961. That has increased to about 10 per day now, for an overall 40 to 45 percent jump in occupancy.Tnethn

the same scale as other Barrett Hospital nurses, but the hospital will pay their travel costs and fodpng expenses while they are in
Mortier said the total expense of having them for 12 weeks will be $9,000-$10,000. That indudes the $155 per week per nurse the company will be paid.He said the 12 weeks they will be 

[Cont. on page A-3]

Reimer wants building code obeyed, enforced
By JULIE SIMON Staff WriterCity Administrator Bert Reimer says he doesn’t  want to play the heavy in his role as enforcer of the d ty ’s Uniform Building Code 

(UBC).But at the same time Reimer says either the d ty  should fish or cut bait relative to the code, which' the council adopted May, 1980.“The d ty  either has a building code or it doesn’t. And if it does, it’s the law and I won’t break the law for anyone, ” Reimer told the council in an hour-long session which preceded the regular council meeting last Wednesday.During that session, which was not announced to the public, City Attorney John Warren told council- men they are courting danger by selectively enforcing the code.Warren said the longer the council goes without insisting on general compliance to the law’s construction guidelines, the greater the Uldihood “comething is going to happen and because someone didn t  
enforce the code.”“But where ¡3 it going to stop: Are we going to make people get an architect so they can build a

garage?Wilson.
M asked Councilman Jim

Councilman Dan Carpita commented: “You’re telling a guy who has been building for years that all of a sudden he has to comply with the code. And he just doesn't understand why he was all right before, but now that we have a city manager, he isn’t.”
In an interview last week Reimer pointed out that the building code is “hardly brand new dther on a national or a local level.”
The International Conference of Building Officials was founded in 1922 to develop a code that “all communities could accept and enforce,” according to the organization’s literature.THE GROUP published the Uniform Building Code in 1927 and the guidelines were eventually adopted by 44 states (including Montana) as well as Japan, Brazil, several Pacific and Carribean Islands.After strong and long-standing encouragement from the state the Dillon council adopted the code two years ago.But Reimer said ho has found no correspondence or other evidence

that the construction guidelines have ever been enforced.And Reimer, City Administrator since June, says he’s commited to seeing that state of affairs change.The administrator said he has an obligation to see the guidelines enforced, not only because the law makes him liable if they are not, but because they insure the public will have safe buildings.
“ I don’t think I can explain the reason for the code any more clearly than to refer to the guidelines themselves,” he said pointing out the legally defined purpose of the rules are “to provide minimum standards to safeguard health and safety by controlling design, construction, use and occupancy, location and maintenance of buildings and installed equipment.”
Reimer added that under state law if the local government doesn't adopt the code, the state will enforce the guidelines long-distance.
And Reimer doubts that local contractors would find it as convenient to work with state inspectors as they do to deal with his office.
“Because state inspectors would

be in tow only for relatively brief periods of time, I imagine they would tend to shut down a job immediately that didn’t  meet the code instead of saying: ‘Why don’t  you fix that and I ’ll stop back in a day or two.”Reimer admitted, though, so far some local contractors don’t  seem to accept the idea of inspections by him or anybody else.£ART OF THEIR hostility, he said, may come from a lack of understanding of the code and its purposaAlthough thé law insists on rigid compliance to the guidelines, the

UBC itself is “very flexible” Reimer said.It allows the contractor to select the means of construction most applicable to the job and it’s main requirements center around common sense application of building practices as set forth by knowledg- able and practiced contractors, he said.The administrator explained the UBC requires him to ask as much information “as necessary" of a contractor to insure construction will be carried out according to approved methods.That might mean a sketch drawn on the back of on envelope for a proposed storage shed or a full set of architectural blueprints for a restaurant, Reimer said.
The administrator added that he can understand why contractors are concerned about the extra cost professional plans could add to building costs. But at the same time, he contended planning not only insures public . safety, but also helps contractors avoid costly errors.
For that reason and others, ho doesn’t like a suggestion from reme council members that a co-rnr.ttco

made up of contractors and council- men have the final say about when such plans should be required.As a professional, with knowledge bunt on experience, Reimer said derisions about code enforcement should be left to him as outlined by the law.If he doesn’t  have the authority to enforce the code, the force of the guidelines is likely to be lest, he said.He contended even the code’s provision for a board of appeals doesn’t  allow for construction at odds with building guidelines, but simply for substitution of alternate (but equally as good) building materials or construction methods and for “reasonable interpretation” on UBC rules.“ I believe in enforcing the building code not because I. want some land of power over contractors, but because it’s for everybody’s good,” Reimer raid.And Rdmcr saicl as long as he’s the legally designated onforc~mer.t official, and as long as the d ty  has a ho intendo to 1law io obeyed.Sl'Icxt T/cd:: T-o UTC f~ r ;


